It is proved that every Bruen chain is replaceable; furthermore, all Bruen chains of a regular spread in PG(3,q) with q = 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19 and 23 are completely described. An example of a Bruen chain with q = 31 is also given.
Introduction
A Bruen chain is a set C = {R1,R2 ..... R(q+3~/2 } of (q + 3)/2 reguli of a regular spread S of PG(3, q) such that any two reguli of C have precisely two lines in common but no three reguli of C have any line in common.
These chains of reguli were first investigated in the cases q = 5 and q = 7 by Bruen [5] . Later some chains were found for q = 7,9, 11 and 13 by Abatangelo [1] , Capursi [6,1, Korchmaros [9-1, Pellegrino and Korchmaros [13, 1 and Raguso [14, 1. Baker et al. [ 4,1 used a computer to search for chains in the cases q = 17, 19 and 29. They found one chain for q = 17.
Bruen used his chains to construct spreads that are not subregular. His construction worked as all the chains he used were replaceable. The Bruen chains found by Abatangelo as well as all other Bruen chains found were also replaceable. The question arises whether or not any Bruen chain is replaceable. One of our main results is the following theorem.
Theorem. Every Bruen chain is replaceable.
In the proof of this theorem we use some algebraic tools. They are also useful in searching for Bruen chains on computers. From such a search we get a complete list of Bruen chains in PG(3, q) for every prime q with 5 ~< q ~< 23 and an example ofa Bruen chain for q = 31.
From this list of Bruen chains we get the following theorem.
The elements of GF(q 2) may also be seen as vectors in a 2-dimensional vector space over GF(q).
We will say that two vectors a and b are parallel if there is an 0t e GF(q) such that a=ba.
We will say that two vectors a and b are orthogonal if there is an element a ~ 0 of GF(q) such that a = b~. We denote this relation between a and b by a±b.
By Proposition 2.1(iv) there are elements r~O and h EH to every element a of GF(qZ)\{0} such that either a = rh or a = rhr 1. We will say that r, respectively, rtl ~q+l~/z is the length of a. The length of the vector a will be denoted by lal.
Observe that lal z = aa q follows from Proposition 2.1(ii). Proof. From the above observation it follows that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
To prove that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent we use the equality
(a + b) q+ 1 _ aq+ 1 _ bq+ ~ = bq+ l((a/b)~ + (a/b)) and Proposition 2.1(iii). []
Any circle R may be written R=a+rH or R=a+rHr/ where r eO. If R = a + rH the circle will be called an even circle and if R = a + rH~l then the circle will be called an odd circle. (Siemon [15] also observed that it is suitable to divide the set of circles into two classes of circles. He uses another terminology.)
Note that if R = a + bH where b e GF(q) then R is an even circle. We observe that the distance from the points on the circle R = a + bH, where b = GF(q2), to the point a equals Ibl. Hence, we shall say that a is the center of the circle R and Ibl the radius.
For any two circles R1 and R2 we define the functions i(R1,R2), s(R1,R2) and t(R1, RE) by i(Rt,RE)=((at-a2)
q+t-~lhq+l+~2h'~+l~2, -4(al-aE)~+lb~ +1 s(Ri, R2) = (al -a2) q+l -(bl --bE) q+l, t(Rt,R2) = (al -a2) q+l -(bl + b2) 4+1, where al and a 2 are the centra of Rt and R2 and bx and b 2 are the radii.
We will say that two circles RI and R 2 intersect if their intersection contains two points.
The following proposition immediately follows from Proposition 3.1 of [8] .
Proposition 2.4. (i) R I and R 2 intersect if and only if i(R 1, R2) is a non-square of GF(q).
(
ii) RI and RE meet in only one point if and only if i(RI,R2) = O. (iii) R1 and g 2 are disjoint if and only if i(R1,R2) is a non-zero square of GF(q).
The following proposition will also be important for us. The proof of it is trivial. Proposition 2.5. i(R~, R2) = s(R1, R2)t(R1, R2).
As we shall see in the following sections these two factors s(R1, R2) and t(R1, R2) of i(Rb R2) have some geometrical interpretations.
We will also be concerned with the group PFL2(q2), see [7, p. 273] . This group consists of the permutations ~k(z) = (az ~ + c)/(bz ~ + d), a, b, c, d e GF(q2), ad ~ bc and c~ = 1 or q of the elements in the set AG(2, q) w { oo}. We will use the following result.
Proposition 2.6 . Let R = a + bH be any circle of AG(2, q).
(i) If there is no point P of R such that bP ~ + d = 0 then d/(R) is a circle of AG(2,q).
(ii) If there is a point P of R such that bP ~ + d = 0 then ff(R\{P}) is a line ofAG(2, q).
If ~ = 1 then the permutation ~, will be called a M6bius transformation of AG(2, q). We will say that a set C of circles in AG(2, q),
is a Bruen chain in AG(2, q), if any two circles of C intersect and no three circles of C have any point in common.
The following proposition shows the connection with Bruen chains of a regular spread S of PG(3,q). (Of course, this is nothing but a result of the well-known switch from regular spreads to inversive Miquelian planes.) Proposition 2.7. Let S be a regular spread of PG (3, q) and let 1® be a fixed line of S.
There is l-l correspondence between those Bruen chains of S that do not contain the line loo and the Bruen chains of AG(2, q).
This proposition is an immediate consequence of the results of [8] . To make this paper more self-contained we outline the proof. The proof will also show the correspondence between these two kinds of Bruen chains.
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Let us embed PG(3, q) in PG(4, q) as a subspace, and consider the affine space AG(4, q)= PG(4, q)-PG(3,q), which is associated with a vector space V(4,q) = GF(q z) × GF(q 2) where GF(q z) is regarded as a vector space over GF(q).
The 2-dimensional subspace {(x, ax + bx q) I x ~ GF(qZ)} of V(4, q) will be denoted by [a, b] . l~o will denote the 2-dimensional subspace {(0, x) J x E GF(q2)}.
In [8] In [8] we proved that those reguli of S that do not contain the line I~ were the sets {[a + bh, O] Ih ell) where a and b are elements of GF(q2).
The correspondence between the Bruen chains of S and the Bruen chains of AG(2, q) is now clear.
The point a of AG(2,q) corresponds to the line [a,0] of S. The regulus R = {In + bh, O]lh ell} of S corresponds to the circle R = a + bH of AG(2,q). Any set of circles of AG(2, q) will correspond to a set of reguli of S. Especially, a Bruen chain of S will correspond to a Bruen chain of AG (2,q) . [] In this paper we will, with only one exception, be concerned with Bruen chains in AG(2,q).
Tangents of two circles
The main results of this section are the following two propositions. To prove these results we use the concept of tangent lines and tangent circles. A tangent line of the circle R is a line that meets R in only one point. A tangent circle of the circle R is a circle that meets R in only one point. If S is a tangent of R then S either is a tangent circle or a tangent line of R. We also need some lemmas. Proof. A point on a circle of C belongs to exactly two of the circles of C. Hence, any line of AG(2, q) has an even number of point circle incidences. As a tangent line of a circle R meets R in only one point the lemma follows. [] As is well known there is only one tangent line of R = a + bH at a point a + bh. The next lemma describes this tangent line. Proof. As for any two elements h and k of H, h/(qk) ¢ GF(q) we immediately get from the lemma that a tangent of an even circle never will be equal to a tangent of an odd circle. [] We will say that a line L is a tangent line on the same side of the two circles. Rx = al + baH and R 2 = a s ÷ b2H, bl, b2 • ~ or bl, b 2 • ~r/, if there is an element h of H such that L is a tangent of R1 and R2 at the points al + blh and as + b2h.
IlL is a tangent line of R1 and R s at the points al + blh and a: + b2( -h) then we will say that L is tangent line on distinct sides of RI and R2.
Any common tangent line of two circles R1 and R2 is either a tangent line on the same side of R~ and R2 or on distinct sides of Rt and R 2.
In the next lemma we will use the following notations, a(R 1, Rs) denotes the number of common tangent lines on the same side of R1 and Rs and z(Rt, Rs) denotes the number of common tangent lines on distinct sides. Proof. We only consider the function o'(R1, R2) and the case bl, b2 ~ Q. The proof in the other three cases equals. From Lemma 3.2 we get that R~ and R E have a common tangent line on the same side through the points al + blh and a2 + bEh if and only if for some element x~ of ~GF(q) the following equality holds: By Proposition 2.1 (iii) ~2 is a non-square of GF(q). Consequently, if -S(Rl, R2) = 0 then there will be only one solution of Eq. (3.1), if -s(R 1, R2) is a non-square of GF(q) then there will be two solutions of (3.1) and if -s(RbR2) is a non-zero square of GF(q) there will be no solutions of (3.1).
The Assume that both R1 and g 2 are even (or odd). As RI and R2 intersect we get from Proposition 2.4 that i(R1, R2) is a non-square of GF(q). From Proposition 2.5 we thus get that exactly one of the elements -s(R1,R2) and -t(Ri,R2) must be a nonsquare of GF(q). Hence, by Lemma 3. Proof. Let R be any circle of C and let T denote the set of tangent lines of R. We will count the number of incidences (t,R') where t ~ T, R' ~C\{R} and t is a tangent of R'.
Any element of T is, by Lemma 3.1, tangent to at least one circle of C\{R}. Any circle of C\{R} is, by Proposition 3.3, tangent to either two or to none of the lines of T. Hence we get that
Consequently, for any element t of T we get that ~R'~C\~R} (t, R') = 1 and for any element R' of C\{R} we get that ~,~r(t,R')= 2.
The propositions is proved. []
We are now able to prove Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proof of Proposition

Corollary 1. If the three even circles R1,R 2 and R 3 meet at a point P then -s(R1, R2)s(R2, R3)s(R3, R1) is either a non-square of GF(q) or equals O.
Let L be any line of AG(2, q) and let RI, R2 and R 3 be any three even circles that are tangent of L. If L is on the same side of the three circles then, by Lemma 3.3,
is a non-square of GF(q). The converse of Corollary 1 will hence not be true.
Corollary 2. Suppose that the two even circles R = a + bH and R' = a' + b'H intersect and that they meet at the points P and P'. If P = a + bh e~q-1~ = a' + b'h e'~q-II and P = a + bh f(q-~) = a' + b'h I'(q-1) then e -e' -f-f' (mod 2).
To prove Proposition 4.1 we need the following two lemmas. 
Proof. If e = 0 then trivially h + 1/h -2 = O.
Assume that e # 0. As h q = 1/h we get that (h + 1/h -2) q = h + 1/h -2 and hence h + 1/h -2 belongs to GF(q).
Let g=qet~-l~/2 and ~=g-1/g. Then cteGF(q 2) and ~2=(_~)2=
We prove that = ~ GF(q) if and only ife is an odd integer. This will prove the lemma.
By Proposition 2.1, ~EGF(q) if and only if aq=~ or equivalently gq+t(Oq-g)= -(0 q-O).
g will never be an element of GF(q) as e(q -1)/2 = t(q + 1) implies that q + 1 divides e. Hence, g~ :/: 0 and we conclude that ~GF ( 
P = a + brl e(~-1) = a' + b'rl e'tq-t) -s(R, R')/bb' = h + 1/h -2, where h = 71 (e-e')tq-l).
Proof. As we assumed that b and b' belong to 12 we get that
= bb'(2 -qte-e')(q-1)_ q-(e-e')tq-l)).
This and Ra = a3 -t-baH and let
As (el -e2) -b (e 2 -e3) q-(e 3 -el) = 0, we get that an even number of the integers el -e2, e2 -e3 and e3 --el are odd integers. From Proposition 4.1 we thus get that an even number of the three elements is even and e -e' will be an odd integer if and only iff-f' is an odd integer. The corollary is proved. []
Tangents of three circles
The main consequence of the results in this section is the following proposition. is a non-zero square of GF(q).
The proof of this proposition will need some lemmas. We also need some notations. Throughout this section we let R1 = a~ + biH, Rz = a2 4-b2H and R3 = a3 + b3H. We will also always assume that bl,b2,b3 = f2 and that al, a2 and aa are three distinct points.
The determinant
will be denoted by I~ fl~ Yil • We will let w and p denote the following determinants. Proof. By elementary determinant calculus we get that
Hence, w --0 if and only if
This equality holds if and only if (a3-al)/(a2-al)EGF(q).
This is, by Proposition 2. Proof. Assume that b~ :~ b2. Then, as
we get that p = 0 which implies that (aa-al)/(a2-al)= (ha-bO/(b2-bl)e GF(q). This implies that the three points al, a2 and a3 are conlinear, and hence by Lemma 5.1, w = 0. Thus b~ = b2. In the same way we prove that bl = b3. [] 
If there is an element t of GF(q 2) and two distinct lines L and L~ such that al, a2 and a 3 belong to L and a~ + tbl, a2 + tb2 and a 3 + tb 3 belon# to Lt then w = 0 and p = O.
Proof. We first assume that w = 0 and p = 0. We consider two cases.
In the first case we also assume that bl = b2 = b3 = b. As w = 0 we know from Lemma 5.1 that (al -a2)/(al -aa) eGF(q). Hence also
Thus, by Proposition 2.2, the three points a~ + bt, a2 + bt and a 3 q-bt are conlinear. Now suppose that the elements bl,b2 and b3 are not equal. Suppose that b~ # b2. By elementary determinant calculus we get that p = Ibl ai + tb~ II. As in the proof of the preceding iemma we get that p = 0, which implies that
This proves the first assertion of the lemma in the case bl ¢ bz. The remaining case bl = b2 ¢ b3 is handled in the same way. Now suppose that there is an element t of GF(q 2) and two distinct lines L and Lt such that al,a2 and a3 belong to L and a~ + tb~, a 2 q-tb2 and a3 -I-tb3 belong to Lt.
Trivially, by Lemma 5.1, w = 0. Thus it remains to prove that p = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the point 0 belongs to the line L. This implies that there is an element h of H such that
Further, by Lemma 5.1, we get that la~ + tqbi a~ + tbl 11 = 0. By elementary determinant calculus we get that this equality implies that
Thus, again by elementary determinant calculus, we get that p = 0 if we can show that
Suppose that tq/h -t = 0 or equivalently t g-~ = h. As b 7-~ = 1 we get that
This implies that the points O, a~ and ai + tb~ are conlinear and thus that L = Lt. Hence, tq/h -t ~ 0 and the lemma is proved. [] We will say that the circle R' = a' + b'H, b' • t2, is an inside tangent circle of the circle R = a + bH, b • f2, at the point P if there is an element h of H such that P = a + bh = a' + b'h. If there is an element h of H such that P = a + bh = a' -b'h then R' will be an outside tangent circle of R.
We will say that two even circles R~ and R 2 are tangents on the same side of the even circle R if they are both either inside tangents or outside tangents of R. Lemma 
5.4, Let R' be any tangent circle of the even circle R. Then (i) R' is an even circle, (ii) R' is an inside tangent circle of R if s(R, R') = O, (iii) R' is an outside tangent circle of R if t(R, R') = O.
Proof. Assume that R = a + bH where b e t2 and let P = a + bh be the point where R' and R meet.
Denote by Rx for x eGF(q)\{b} the circles Rx = a + xh + (b-x)H. Note that R = Ro and that every circle Rx is an even circle.
Let R~ and R r be any two circles, x, y e GF(q)\{b}. It follows from the definition of the functions s(R~, Rr) and t(R~, Rr) that either s(Rx, Rr) = 0 or t(R~, Rr) = 0 and hence i(Rx, Rr) = 0.
By Proposition 2.4 we may thus conclude that any two circles Rx and Rr, x,y eGF(q)\{0,b}, are tangents to each other. As P eRx for x eGF(q)\{b} these circles belong to the same pencil of circles as R and R'.
Each pencil of circles of AG(2,q) contains q-1 circles, see I-7, p. 264]. As IGF(q)\{b}l = q -1 we thus get that R' = R~ for some x ~GF(q)\{b}. Hence R' is an even circle.
From the definition of inside, respectively, outside tangent circle it follows that Rx is an inside tangent circle of R if b -x e t2 and an outside tangent circle if -(b -x) e t2. By Lemma 4.1 we know that n u is a square of GF(q) if and only if ei -ej is an odd integer. As (el -e2) + (e2 -e3) + (e3 -el) = 0 we get that an even number of the integers (el -e2), (e2 -e3) and (% -el) are odd integers. Consequently, 0~120~23~31 is a non-square of GF(q). As b 6 is a square of GF(q), we thus get that -(al -a2)q+ 1(a2 -a3)q+l(a3 -al) ~/+1 is a non-square of GF(q). If the three points belong to the odd circle c + brlH, b ~ f2, then there are three integers el, e2 and e 3 such that al = c + brp1 e'(a-1) for i = 1, 2, 3. In this case --(al --a2) q+ 1(a2 --a3) q+ l(a3 --al) q+ 1 = b6r]3(q+ 1)Gt12~23t~31, which will be a square as t/3tq÷ 1)is a non square of GF(q).
As any three non-conlinear points belong to a circle and as any circle is either an odd circle or an even circle the lemma is proved. In the first four cases we will be concerned with the following determinants of order 3: If e e GF(q) then eq + ~ = ~2. We thus get that there is an element c of GF(q 2) and an element b of GF(q) such that the three equations above hold if and only if the following three equations hold:
z(RI,R2,R3) + tT(RI,RE, R3) f2 if --s(R,,R2)s(R2, R3)s(R3, Rt) is a non-square of GF(q), o if -s(RI, R2)s(R2, R3)s(R3, RO is a non-zero square of GF(q).
Further, if -s(R1, R2)s(R2, Ra)s(R3, R1) is a non-square of GF(q) then
By using Cramer's law and some elementary determinant calculus we get that the above system of three equations for c, c ~ and c q÷ ~ is equivalent to the following system of three equations: We thus have proved that the three circles R~, R2 and R3 are tangents on the same side of a circle R if and only if there is an element b of GF(q) and an element c of GF(q 2) such that (5.7) and (5.9) are valid.
Further, as soon as we find an element b eGF(q) satisfying (5.9) we get an element c satisfying (5.7).
As r q = -r, t q = -t and w q = -w we get that R, T and U belongs to GF(q). Further, as we have assumed that w ~÷1 # 4p q÷~, we also know that R # 0.
Eq.
(5.9) has the solutions b = (T +_ x/(T 2 -4RU))/2R.
Hence, the solutions of Eq. (5.9) belong to GF(q) if and only if T 2 -4RU is a square of GF(q). By using the software package MAPLE we found that
T 2 --4RU = 4w2( --s(R1, R2)s(R 2, R3)s(R3 R1)).
(5.10)
As w q = -w we get from Proposition 2.1(iii) that w 2 is a non-square of GF(
q). As 4 is a square of GF(q) we thus have that T 2 --4RU is a square of GF(q) if and only if -s(R1, R2)s(R2, R3)s(R3, Rl) is a non-square of GF(q).
Case 2: w q÷l = 4p ~÷~ # 0. This case equals the preceding case up to Eq. (5.9). As R=w ~+l-4p q+~, Eq. (5.9) will be Tb+ U=0.
As we may assume that -
s(RI,R2)s(R2,Ra)s(R3,RO
~ O, we get from the relation (5.10) that T ¢: 0. Eq. (5.9) thus has only one solution b = -U/T. As U and T belong to GF(q) we get that b belongs to GF(q).
Case 3: w = 0 and p # 0. By Lemma 5.1, w = 0 implies that the three centra at, a 2 and a3 are conlinear. Without loss of generality, we may assume that they belong to a line through the point O. Hence, we may assume that a~-~ = a~-~ = a~-~ = h ~ H. We rewrite Eqs. Using Cramer's rule we get that the above system of three equations is equivalent to the following system:
As pq = hp and n q = hn we get that b q = b, i.e. b eGF(q). where T is an element of GF(q 2) satisfying
T 2 = m 2 _ 4spq -nq+l
Using the fact that in this case s(Ri, R j) = h(ai -as) 2 -(bi -bj) 2 and using MAPLE we get that m 2 -4tp q -nn ~ = -s(RbR2)s(R2,R3)s(R3,R1).
From the expressions (5.19) and (5.20) for ZI and Z2, we get that (Z~/h) ~ = Z2 if and only ifT q= -T.
By Proposition 2. l(iii) we know that T q = -Tif and only if T 2 is a non-square of GF(q).
Hence, the two solutions ZI and Z2 of (5.
17) satisfy (Z1/h) q = Z2 if and only if -s(Rl, R2)s(R 2, Ra)s(R3, R1) is a non-square of GF(q).
Case 4: w = p = 0. As in the preceding case we may assume that q-i q-1 = a~-i al = a2 = h •H. Assume that the three circles are tangents on the same side of a circle R = a + bH and hence that the three equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) are valid.
As the determinant I1 at a21 # 0 we get from these equations, by using Cramer's rule, that h = I1 ai b~l/ll at a21.
(5.21)
As p = 0 we know that there are unique elements t and a of GF(q 2) such that If the three centra are outside tangents of the circle R = a + bH then we prove in the same way that the three centra will belong to the even circle R' = c + (b + b')H where b + b' ~ GF(q).
Consequently, if the three centra a 1, a2 and a 3 belong to an odd circle then the three circles R1, R2 and R3 will not be tangents on the same side of any circle.
Case 6: w ¢-0. According to Lemma 3.2 the three circles R~,R2 and R 3 have a common tangent on the same side if and only if there are elements ct12 and ~q3 of GF(q) and an element h of H such that the following two equalities are true:
These two equalities are, by Proposition 2.1(iii), equivalent to the following two equalities:
Trivially w and p are equal to the following determinants of order 2:
Hence,by Cramers law, this system is, as w :~ 0, equivalent to the system Let us assume that -s(R1, R2) is a non-square of GF(q). Then, by Lemma 3.3, the two circles R~ and R2 will have two distinct common tangents L and L' on the same side of the two circles. From Lemma 5.3 we deduce that these two tangents are also tangents of R3 on the same side of R3 as of R~ and R2.
If the line L is a tangent on the same side of the three circles RI, R2 
We also define a function par from C to {1, -1,0} by letting par(R0 = 1 and par(Ri) = p(Ri, R1) for i = 1,2 ..... n. Proof. We first assume that C is a Bruen chain.
Trivially, n = (q + 3)/2. Any two circles of C intersect. Hence, by Proposition 2. for any three distinct i, j and k. If we let k = 1 above we get (ii). Now assume that (i)-(iii) are satisfied. Condition (i) implies, by Proposition 2.4, that any two circles of C intersect. As n = (q + 3)/2 it thus suffices to prove that no three circles meet at the same point P. Condition (ii) implies that for any three distinct integers i,j and k we have the following relations:
This implies that 
Applications of the algebraic characterization
We give two applications of the result in the preceding section. The first is a theorem that need some preparations.
We return to PG(3, q). We use the same notations as in the proof of Proposition 2.7.
We know from [8] Bruen proved, see [5] , that if the lines of a replaceable Bruen chain are replaced by the lines in the sets S~, i = 1,2 ..... (q + 3)/2, then the new spread will not be subregular.
We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. Every Bruen chain of reouli of a reoular spread is replaceable.
The second application is an algorithm that produces every Bruen chain of AG(2,q).
We first consider the theorem. In the proof of it we will need the following lemma. We first observe that, as IS,I = (q + 1)/2 and hence ISI = (q + 3)(q + 1)/4, it suffices to show that the lines of S are mutually skew.
Consider any two distinct lines L and L'. Assume L e S, and L' e S i. If i = j then L and L' are skew as they belong to the same regulus. We now assume that i # j. We consider two cases: In the first case we assume that par(R,)= par(R j). From Theorem 6.1 we get that p(R,, R~) = 1. By the corollary of Lemma 7.1 this implies that an odd line of R~ vp only meets even lines of R~ pp and an even line of R~ pp only meets odd lines of R~ pp. As par(R,) = par(R j) we know that either both L and L' are even lines or they are both odd lines. Hence they are skew.
The case par(R,) # par(R j) is handled in the same way as the case par(R,) = par(R j). We thus proved that the lines of S are mutually skew. By the observation above the theorem is thus proved. [] We now describe the algorithm. The input in the algorithm will be an ordered list L of all even circles of AG(2, q). The output will be a list C containing every Bruen chain of even circles of AG(2, q). Here is the algorithm:
Step 1: Set the counter i to 1. Denote the list L by Lo. Let Bo = 0 and C= 0. Go to step 2.
Step 2:
Step 3 In this section we will describe all Bruen chains in PG(3, q) for q --5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19 and 23. We will also give an example of a Bruen chain in PG (3, 31) .
We found these Bruen chains by implementing the algorithm of the preceding section into a Pascal code on a Macintosh Plus computer. The duration of the search was less than 10 h.
In this section we describe the even circles of AG (2, (Note that we only have considered the case q is a prime.) We simply let 3 = b. 7 will be equal to par(R).
In the implementation of the algorithm we have to define on ordering of the even circles of AG(2, q). We used the following ordering: Then ~bl(R) = H and ~kI(R') = qc + H for some t',0 ~< t' < q2 _ 1.
There is an integer r such that t'=r(q-1)+t where 0~<t<q-1. Let h = r/'(~-1) Then heH and hence, with ~Oz(z) = z/h, we get that qJz(qll(R)) = H and qJz(qJl(R')) = rf + H where 0 ~< t < q -1.
This proves the proposition, as the map ~b(z) = ¢2(¢~(z)) is M6bius transformation that maps circles into circles (not lines). [] We are only searching for the different equivalence classes of Bruen chains. Proposition 8.1 implies that we may break our algorithm when RI = ( -1, 1, 1 ) and the set L2 does not contain any circle R = (~, fl, 7) where ce < q -1 and/3 = 1. This shortened of course the computing time.
In the list of Bruen chains that we will give below we will also describe the group of automorphisms of each Bruen chain. These groups were found by the computer. We now explain the notations.
An element ~b of PFLz(q 2) is an automorphism of a Bruen chain C if ~k(C) = C. The set of automorphisms of C is a permutation group of C. We will denote this group by Aut(C).
Orb(C) will denote the set of orbits of C relatively Aut(C). If a Bruen chain C consists of the regulus {R ~, R2, R3 .... } and e.g. an orbit consists of the reguli R2, R4 and R5 we then will denote this orbit by {2,4,5}.
D, denotes the dihedral group of order n.
We now give the Bruen chains that we found. We conjucture that, for these values of )}, Aut(C') ~ $5, see [9] . C was originally found by Bruen [3] and C' by Korchmaros [9] . There are two Bruen chains of a regular spread S in PG(3, 11): C' was found originally by Capursi [4] and C' by Korchmaros [9] . There are two Bruen chains of a regular spread S in PG(3, 13): {1,3,6,7,8,10,11,13,14,15,16,17},{2,4,9,12} , and {5}.
C is probably new.
Finally, we will remark that the aim of our research certainly was to find a general method for constructing Bruen chains in which we have not suceeded yet.
